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Abstract

Cybercrime has been a major global criminological challenge in recent years. Regarded as one of the epicenters of international Internet fraud, Nigeria is gaining notoriety as a cybercrime hotbed. With the continuing advancement in technological innovations and the growth of terrorism in Nigeria, cyberattacks are also a continuing threat. Efforts to tackle the threat of cybercrime have mainly been ineffective. Even though the Nigerian government has introduced measures to tackle the danger posed by cybercrime to economic and social growth, the piecemeal approach it has used in the past has yielded no tangible results. In this paper, we argue that cybercrime cannot be confronted by the Nigerian government alone without a comprehensive, holistic approach, including international cooperation. We examined the various strategies employed by the Nigerian government to curb cybercrime and why cyber criminality has been a malignant tumor that has refused to subside. We also outline some policy measures and recommendations.
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Introduction

Combatting the Threat of Cybercrime in Nigeria

The advent of computers, the Internet and Information and Communications Technology (ICTs) are regarded as some of the greatest milestones of human civilization. The Internet and ICTs has transformed human society, enhancing economic and social interaction. The use of ICTs continues to grow as governments, organizations, and individuals depend on its capability to provide services, conduct business, and stay socially active. Unfortunately, technology can be a double-edged sword. Its advancement has given rise to the digital and information age while also wreaking unintended negative consequences and creating opportunities for cybercrime.

Cybercrime is a global phenomenon that requires complex solutions, having far-reaching consequences for global economy and security. While street crimes receive more attention than cybercrime, the scope of the economic damage to individuals, organizations, and governments by cybercrime cannot be underestimated. Global annual financial loss to cybercrime, according to Lewis (2018), in a study in conjunction with the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), and the global security software company McAfee, is estimated at nearly $600 billion, which is almost 1 percent of global GDP, up from $445 pre-2014.

The advent of cybercrime in Nigeria can be traced to efforts to align the Nigerian economy with global standard transaction models in the 1980s, involving transitioning the country’s fledgling analog computing technology into the digital era. ICTs that facilitate these transactions, also enable cybercrime and Internet fraudsters who try to exploit the unsuspecting vast market, fueled by its population of almost 200 million, provided fertile ground for cybercrime in Nigeria has generally morphed along with successive changes in technology and social media platforms. The ubiquitous and anonymous nature of the Internet allows people with nefarious intent to commit crimes distant from their location.

Cybercrime has no doubt given Nigeria a negative image. The Nigerian government is still perceived as ineffective in preventing cybercriminals from their nefarious activities or prosecuting them when they are apprehended. Furthermore, the nexus of cybercrime and terrorism is an emerging threat to Nigeria. While incidences of cyberterrorism have not yet been recorded in Nigeria, there is no telling what technological capabilities such groups have acquired or are planning to acquire. It is only a matter of time before they gain access to technology that will have far reaching economic and political consequences for the Nigerian populace as well as a negative image with regards to cybercriminality. Therefore, it is critical for Nigeria to examine the country’s laws and policies guiding the use of technology, and recognize the need to update prevention of, and response to cybercrime.

This paper examines Nigeria’s response to cybercrime to recommend further steps to address the country’s policies. It is essential to address cybercrime policies and adopt stricter cybersecurity strategies in response as well as to prevent further cybercrimes. The distinction between cybercrime and cybersecurity is critical because while cybercrime is the use of information technological and ICT infrastructure to commit a criminal act, cybersecurity involves prevention and a response to cybercrimes. Cybersecurity involves all efforts to prevent cybercrimes from occurring; detect why, how, and where cybercrimes are happening; respond to and recover from incidences of cybercrimes and cyberattacks. This
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explanation is essential because in examining Nigeria’s laws and regulations, the distinction between the two is not spelt out, and there is no emphasis on cybersecurity. Without an all-encompassing effort toward prevention, the situation is likely to worsen as the laws are reactionary rather than proactive. Therefore, it is essential that we examine why and how cybercriminals from Nigeria continue to evolve as a threat, as well as develop concise solutions to thwart their activities by strengthening laws so they address response, (investigation and apprehension), recovery and prevention.

Current Literature

According to Ogunwale (2020), there has been a global campaign against the growing threat of cybercrime especially in Nigeria’s financial institutions, which, if not adequately handled, could lead to a lasting disaster for the national economy. Ogunwale further affirms that the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) bank verification number project has foiled the duplication of identity by criminals to commit fraud. Banks are desperate for help as NGN 203 billion has been lost to debit and credit fraud in the last 14 years, with some cases left unrecorded. Awoyemi, Omotayo, and Mpapalika (2021) acknowledge that in Nigeria, the high rate of unemployment, the quest for wealth among youths (by any means necessary), bungling security of personal devices, and the lack of effective cybercrime laws, have contributed mainly to the rise in the level of cybercrime and make it a serious problem for the country. Onuora, Uche, Ogbonude and Uwazuruike (2017) also claims that in the last few years, many criminal elements in Nigeria have been using these modern telecommunication networks, such as the internet and mobile phones, to commit all crimes that portray a terrible global image for the nation. Omodunbi, Odiase, Olaniyan, and Esan (2016) further attest to several universal phishing scams that are exponentially increasing. It has become one of the fastest-growing cybercrimes in Nigeria. Kovacs (2022) states that legislation in Nigeria itself is a crucial area. When it comes to finding ways to reduce different types of cybercrime, politicians, the general public, security professionals, and other academics should look to the research conducted by cybercrime scholars as the primary source of knowledge.

The definition of cybercrime, the extent of cybercrime, and the types of cybercrime prevalent in Nigeria are important for this policy review.

Definition of Cybercrime

There is no universal definition of cybercrime, mainly because it means different things to different people. It therefore depends on the context in which the term is being used. Cybercrimes evolve as technological developments improve, presenting new opportunities; hence definitions keep evolving. For instance, David Wall (2001) classified cybercrime into four main groups: cyber-trespass, cyber-deception/theft, cyber-pornography and obscenity, and cyber-violence. Wall stated that cyber-trespass involves unauthorized crossing of already established boundaries in cyberspace like software piracy. Cyber-deception/theft, on the other hand, consists of using cyberspace to steal or cause harm. A good example is identity theft using ICTs. Cyber-pornography and obscenity involve cases where sexually explicit materials are traded in cyberspace, example, child internet pornography or abuse. Cyber-violence consists of using cyberspace or ICTs to instigate violence that has an ensuing impact on people’s lives; an example that suffices here is cyber-terrorism. Cyber-violence could be carried out by an individual or a social/political group against others. In the context of Nigeria, the definitions that fit the Nigerian cybercrime mold the best involve cyber-trespass and cyber-deception/theft, because they are the most common types of cybercrimes committed by Nigerian fraudsters. While researchers have not established the prevalence of cyber-pornography and cyber-
violence in Nigeria, these areas should nevertheless be addressed through legislation. The prevalent and pervasive growth of terrorism across the world and Nigeria indicates cyberterrorism should be comprehensively addressed in the laws and policies of Nigeria.

Other researchers have also attempted to conceptualize cybercrime in various ways. According to Renu (2019), cybercrime refers to a wide variety of criminal activities involving the use of computers and Internet technology. Cybercrime can also be classified in three ways: crimes where a computer is the primary instrument of crime, crimes where a computer is attendant to the offense, and crimes where the crime target is a computer (Sarre et al., 2018). Indeed, McGuire and Dowling (2013) classified cybercrime into two types: “cyber-enabled” crime and “cyber-dependent” crime. Cyber-enabled crimes are traditional cybercrimes that are facilitated using a computer. This includes credit card fraud, identity theft, mail fraud, electronic information theft for profit, drug trafficking, voyeuristic activities, stalking, harassment, Internet scams, or other menacing behavior. Cyber-dependent crimes, on the other hand, are crimes that cannot take place without cyber-technology. For example, cybercriminals can use malware to cause extensive damage to databases of companies. They can cripple infrastructural facilities of countries using the ICTs. They can hack computers of individuals and agencies to steal, destroy, or distort information. The reason cybercrime poses a significant threat is perhaps the cybercriminals’ ability to use ICTs to perpetrate terrorism and espionage (Sarre, 2017). Worse still, the ubiquitous nature of ICTs means attacks can be launched from remote locations worldwide by cybercriminals who are not necessarily adept in utilizing technology.

Yet still other scholars have postulated various definitions of cybercrime in their desire to establish a common ground. Hassan and colleagues (2012) defined cybercrime as a process that involves the use of computers and the Internet by individuals to commit crimes. It could also reasonably include a wide variety of criminal offenses and activities that can be narrowed down to any illegal actions directed through electronic operations targeting the security of computer systems and the data processed by them (Olayemi, 2014).

While no one description or perspective offers a better definitional fit than another, the various classifications demonstrate the difficulty of defining the term. Instead, it is perhaps necessary to focus on a particular perspective that explains cybercrime from a law enforcement perspective, focusing on jurisdiction and response. Therefore, one useful classification of cybercrime for criminal justice purposes was provided by Kremling and Sharp-Parker (2018). They argued that a definition of cybercrime should be addressed within the context of jurisdiction and the laws that address prevention and responses to the crime. In this light, categorizations and contexts are essential as they allow governments and law enforcement organizations to devise strategies and tactics to protect, prevent, respond, and recover from various types of cybercrime using definitions that are clearly spelt out with consequences for each offense.

Cybercrime Statistics and Data Collection

According to the Ninth Annual Cost of Cybercrime Study prepared by the Ponemon Institute and Accenture (2019), the risk value of the cost of cybercrime globally will be $5.2 trillion from 2019 to 2023. In recent years, Africa has become a hub of cybercrime activities, with Nigeria, in particular, as the most active country in this respect. But contrary to conventional wisdom, Africa is as much a victim of cybercrime as it is a hotbed of cybercriminals who target the rest of the world. In 2016, an estimated 24 malware incidents targeted Africa (Kshetri, 2019). According to Serianu, a Kenya-based IT business advisory
company, African economies lost $3.5 billion to cybercrimes in 2017. With a loss of $649 million, Nigerian victims sustained the highest loss, followed by Kenya’s at $210 million with South Africa losing $157 million (Kshetri, 2019). Unfortunately, Nigeria does not have a reliable data collecting strategy that determines an estimate of victims’ actual loss to cybercrime, like the US Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3), through which the FBI collects data about cybercrimes and alerts the public about different fraud schemes as well as emerging scams. The United Kingdom has Action Fraud, while Canada has an extensive cyber-reporting center based on the type of cybercrime. While all these are developed countries with advanced technological and investigative capabilities, Nigeria needs to create a similar fact-gathering, report-enabling, public alert system, and align itself with developed countries. From the FBI’s 2018 and 2019 IC3 reports, no African country is listed among the top 20 victim countries except South Africa (FBI, 2018; FBI, 2019). If we are to go by Serianu’s 2017 estimates in the report cited above, Nigeria should be listed in the FBI’s top 20 victim countries alongside South Africa. Nigeria simply has not been effectively collecting data to monitor cybercrime activities.

Cybercrime Problem in Nigeria

With an estimated 200 million people, Nigeria has more than 100 million Internet users and an estimated 150 million mobile telecommunications subscribers (Orji, 2019). According to Renals and Conant (2016), unlike the high-technology complicated cybercrimes that take place in the more developed parts of the world, Nigerian scammers are better known for the traditional but effective cybercrimes such as phishing, hacking, malware attacks, electronic card fraud, Automated Teller Machine scams, identity theft, marriage scams, mail fraud, and lately, Business Email Compromise (BEC) fraud. However, this may no longer be the case as an examination Nigeria’s recent National Cybersecurity Policy and Strategy (NCPS, 2021) report, identified seven emerging threats, including cybercrime. The other six are online child abuse, pandemic induced cyberthreats, online gender exploitation, cyber-terrorism, election interference and other cyber threats.

While Nigerian cybercriminals operate within and outside the country, their activities beyond the country’s border are discussed quite frequently. For example, in 2019, America’s Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) arrested several Nigerians involved in fraudulent activities and online scams, leading to a loss of $6 million and further potential losses of about $40 million (US Department of Justice, 2019). This resulted from joint operations between America’s FBI and Nigeria’s Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) (Techxplore, 2019). In July 2020, another sting operation led to the arrest of some other scammers in Dubai who were engaged in BEC-type frauds, including a popular social media presence going by the nickname “Hushpuppie.” These joint operations in recent times are worthy of mention although we have yet to see if these will lead to a reduction in cybercrime in Nigeria.

According to Ehimen and Bola (2010), one fertile area for cybercriminals known as “Yahoo-yahoo boys”, in Nigeria has been the Nigerian stock exchange market, which they have abused since 2011. These activities have since grown into an epidemic that has had crippling effects on the Nigerian state. Okeshola and Adeta (2013) stated that Yahoo-yahoo boys fraudulently represent themselves as having goods to sell or fronting a deceptive loan scheme project. They may pose as fake businessmen to a financial institution where money can be loaned out to prospective investors. In this regard, a great many individuals and organizations have fallen victims to the fraud. These criminal acts are viewed as a two-way street (criminal and victim) fueled by both sides’ greed. These acts involve electronic financial fraud (payment and settlement methods) popularly referenced as 419 (advance fee fraud) in
Nigeria, which has led to some scholars broadly defining it as a criminal act that covers information technology infrastructure, including illegal access or unauthorized access, constituting an illegal interception that involves technical resources of nonpublic transmission of computer data to, from, or within a computer system (Ehimen & Bola, 2010). Nigerian 419 fraudsters cut across diverse professions. Some armed with college degrees would typically prefer foreigners as their principal target. The reasons for the criminals’ preference are evident, because of the difficulty in investigating or prosecution arising from differences in security and legal systems of countries and higher per capita income in the targeted countries (Mba et al., 2017).

Theoretical Perspective

Theoretical perspectives that allow cybercrime to thrive in Nigeria are also important to offer suitable responses to the problem by looking at why cybercrimes occur in the Nigerian realm, as well as how to prevent, respond, and recover from them.

Most of the acts of cybercrime that involve Nigeria are property crimes falling under cyber-trespass to cyber-deception/theft. To understand property crime, one must first understand some of the underpinning reasons as to why people steal from others, rather than make their own money. To understand that aspect of human behavior, we applied institutional anomie theory expounded by Steven Messner and Richard Rosenfeld (2007). Simply put, the theory, which is a macro-level perspective of Robert Merton’s anomie theory, seeks to explain crime based on cultural pressure that is exerted on individuals to achieve culturally defined goals in a society with weak social institutions (Messner & Rosenfeld, 2007).

At the heart of the increasing poverty and crime rates in Nigeria is the state of anomie inflicted on society by governance failure to provide the basic minimum amenities to the citizenry. Poor leadership and weak social institutions, and the propensity by the administration to acquire political power for the sole purpose of wealth accumulation through the appropriation of public funds, have influenced the value system and legitimized wealth acquisition by fair or foul means. The socioeconomic challenges have led to a higher number of the population living in poverty. Unemployment and lack of legitimate means to make money have forced youth to look for illegitimate means to survive, including using ICTs to defraud victims. The traditional value system has been weakened as survival by fair or foul means has become the mantra. Worse still, this cultural norm built around the adulation of wealth has influenced a generation of younger Nigerians who have been led to believe that successful wealth acquisition by criminality is just a sign of smartness (Uzochukwu et al., 2019).

An explanation for how to prevent cybercrimes from occurring can be explained using Routine Activities Theory (RAT). RAT is a crime prevention theory, which states that crime can happen only when there are three factors present: an opportunity to commit a crime, a willing criminal, and the absence of a capable guardian (Cohen & Felson, 1979). Though RAT is typically applied in a physical realm, its application has been expanded to the cyber domain by various authors (Grabosky, 2001; Williams, 2010; Yar, 2005). In the case of Nigeria, the capable guardian to curb cybercriminals’ access to victims is made possible through strategy, policy and laws, physical and logical protections, and citizen education about ICTs, which to date are mostly ineffective. In any case, most of the behavior to prevent cybercrime, especially those that affect individual victims, largely depends on the victims’ actions. While there are willing participants (motivated offenders), their activities can be curbed by reducing opportunities to commit a crime using precautions such as standard cybersecurity principles and restrictions enforced by expanding the laws for apprehension and prosecution (capable
guardian). However, if the government cannot enforce the apprehension as well as the prosecution of cybercriminals, then the creation of comprehensive laws and principles to govern the proper use of ICTs by Nigerians is impractical. Therefore, examining statutes to ensure they effectively reduce and restrict the incidence of cybercrime is essential.

Existing Laws

There are substantial and procedural legal provisions created by Nigerian legislation to fight cybercrime. This legislation includes the Nigeria Criminal Code Act of 1990, the Advanced Fee Fraud and Other Fraud Related Offences Act of 2006, the Evidence Act of 2011, the Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Act of 2000, the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission Act of 2004, and the Cybercrimes (Prohibition, Prevention, Etc) Act of 2015. It should be noted that the term “cybercrime” is not mentioned in some of these acts, because the acts were extracted from other legal statutes. This discussion is limited to statutes that have legal connotations to cybercrime and not the entire statutes or acts.

Criminal Code Act of 1990

This act explains the crime involving obtaining something of value by misrepresentation. The most prominent provision of the act is Chapter 38, which gives details about obtaining that valuable by false pretenses and cheating. Chapter 38 includes Sections 418 to 426; however, Section 419 is the most famous and relevant to cybercrime. Section 418 criminalizes misrepresentations, while the famous Section 419 focuses on criminalizing fraudulent behavior with the intent to steal property from another person (Criminal Code Act, 1990). Therefore, this act broadly addresses fraud rather than cybercrime specifically.

Advanced Fee Fraud and Other Fraud Related Offences Act 2006

The Advance Fee Fraud and Other Fraud Related Offenses Act of 2006 covers offenses related to cybercrime. Interestingly, studies on this subject show that this act is currently the only act in Nigeria apart from the Cybercrime Act that addresses cybercrime issues, specifically focusing on regulating Internet service providers and cybercafés. Under this act, offenses relating to cybercrime are stated in Part 1, Section 1 (1) (Advance Fee Fraud, and Other Fraud Related Offences Act 2006).

Evidence Act of 2011

This act provides for the admissibility as legal evidence of statements in a document produced by computers. The Evidence Act was amended in 2011 to make provisions for the admissibility of statements in documents produced by computers. Still, it was more substantive than procedural, because there was no legal structure on cybercrime, thus limiting the act’s full effectiveness until the Cybercrime Act of 2015. Computer-generated documents are admissible under Part V, Section 84 (1), (Evidence Act, 2011).

Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Act 2000

The Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Act of 2000 mandated the Independent Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offenses Commission (ICPC) to address Nigeria’s corruption. The act’s goal was to prohibit corruption in Nigeria by ensuring that perpetrators of corrupt practices are punished as well as individuals who act as whistleblowers are protected. It works in tandem with the African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption and the United Nations Convention Against Corruption. It has three main duties: to enforce the apprehension and investigation of suspected reports of corruption, prevent corruption by correcting public systems that are susceptible to corruption, inform the
public and build trust to enlist the public’s aid in the fight against corruption. While this act has no direct connection with fighting cybercrime, it has joined the EFCC in strategizing against cybercriminals, among other financial perpetrators, to bring them to justice (ICPC, 2020).

**Economic and Financial Crimes Commission Act 2004 (EFCC)**

Part 11, Section 6 of the EFCC Act charges it with coordinating and enforcing economic crimes laws on crimes such as money laundering, advance fee fraud, computer credit card fraud, counterfeiting, and other such crimes. The EFCC is also in charge of preventing and eradicating financial and economic crimes through investigation (The Economic and Financial Crimes Commission Act, 2004). Apart from the legal provisions to combat cybercrime in Nigeria, the EFCC is also involved in this fight by monitoring the activities of internet cafés (Mutum, 2012).

**Cybercrimes (Prohibition, Prevention, Etc) Act of 2015 (The Cybercrimes Act)**

The Cybercrimes Act became effective on May 15, 2015, and obligates telecommunication operators, financial institutions, and private users to cooperate with the criminal justice system and the Nigerian Computer Emergency Response Team (ngCERT) (Okoh & Chukwueke, 2020). The Act is both substantive and procedural because it provides the legal procedure for the investigation, prosecution, and conviction of cybercrime occurring in Nigeria.

Some of the provisions of the Act include:

a) It gives the president the power to designate as critical infrastructure certain computer systems, networks, and information infrastructure vital to Nigerian citizens’ national economic security and safety.

b) It also grants the president power to implement procedures and guidelines, as well as conduct audits in furtherance of that aim. Examples of systems, which could be designated as such, include transport, communication, and banking.

c) It permits the death penalty for an offense committed against a system or network that has been designated as critical national infrastructure of Nigeria that results in the death of an individual (among other punishments for lesser crimes).

d) If found guilty of unlawfully accessing a computer system or network, hackers are liable to a fine of up to N10 million, or a term of imprisonment of 5 years (depending on the purpose of the hack). The same punishment is also meted out to Internet fraudsters who perpetuate their acts by sending electronic messages or accessing and using data stored on computer systems.

e) It makes a case against those who commit identity theft, with the punishment of imprisonment for a term of not less than 3 years or a fine of not less than N7 million, or both a fine and imprisonment.

f) It specifically creates child pornography offenses, with punishments of imprisonment for a term of 10 years or a fine of no less than N20 million, or to both fine and imprisonment, depending on the nature of the offense and the act carried out by the accused persons. Offenses include, among others, producing, procuring, distributing, and possessing child pornography.

g) Its outlaws cyber-stalking and cyber-bullying and prescribes punishments ranging from a fine of not less than N2 million or imprisonment for a term of no less than 1 year, or to both fine and imprisonment, up to a term of no less than 10 years or a fine of not less than N25 million, or both fine and imprisonment, depending on the severity of the offense.
h) It prohibits cyber-squatting, registering, or using an Internet domain name with bad-faith intent to profit from a trademark’s goodwill, belonging to someone else, or to profit by selling the name to its rightful owner. Individuals who engage in this are liable upon conviction to imprisonment for a term of no less than 2 years or a fine of no less than N5 million, or both fine and imprisonment.

i) It forbids the distribution of racist and xenophobic material to the public through a computer system or network (e.g., Facebook and Twitter). It also prohibits the use of threats of violence and insulting statements to persons based on race, religion, color, descent, or national or ethnic origin. Persons found guilty of this are liable upon conviction to imprisonment for a term of no less than 5 years or to a fine of no less than N10 million, or both fine and imprisonment.

j) It mandates that service providers shall keep all traffic data and subscriber information confidential, due to the individual’s constitutional right to privacy and shall take appropriate measures to safeguard the data retained, processed, or retrieved.

k) It allows for the interception of electronic communication by way of a court order by a judge, where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the content of any electronic communication is reasonably required for the purposes of a criminal investigation or proceeding (The Nigerian Cybercrime Act, 2015).

While these laws are suitable, the problem has been in implementation, especially in specific measures to ensure apprehension and prosecution of cybercriminals.

**Discussion**

It would appear that the main weapons to fight cybercrime and related offenses in Nigeria before the enactment of the Cybercrimes Act in 2015 were the Independent Corrupt Practice as well as other related offenses commission (ICPC), established in 2000, and the Economic and Financial Crime Commission (EFCC), which was established in 2004 (Olayemi, 2014). Of the two, EFCC has been the most active. Its primary mandate was preventing, detecting, investigating, and prosecuting cases of economic and financial crime in Nigeria (Obuah, 2010). The EFCC Act of 2002 was re-enacted in 2004. Within 2 years of its operation, the agency recovered over N100 billion (US$757 million) and arrested over 500 suspects for cybercrimes and other financial crime-related offenses (Nwoba & Nwokwu, 2018). These steps taken by the Nigerian government in curbing the threat of cybercriminals while also rebranding the Nigerian image are to be commended, but despite all the measures put in place to curb cybercrime, studies still show that cybercrime in Nigeria is on the rise, increasing 23% in 2016 and an alarming 54% in 2018 (Palo Alto Networks, 2019). As at date, accurate data collection on cybercrime in Nigeria is not easily accessible. Therefore, there is still an insurmountable amount of work that needs to be done.

It is obvious that current laws and policies are not enough. There is a need to further investigate why cybercrime is on the rise. There is also a need to re-examine how to prevent and respond to emerging threats by revisiting policies and legislation on cybercrime and cybersecurity. We agree with several authors who have made some suggestions that are helpful. Adesina (2017), explained that there is a dire need to ensure the effectiveness of the 2015 Cybercrimes Act. She further states that equipping Nigeria’s intelligence agencies with the right skills and technology to facilitate detection as well as proper regulation and surveillance of cybercafes are important. Mohammed et al. (2019) also identified gaps among the criminal justice operatives and in knowledge of digital evidence applications, such as those used in the
digital forensic field. Maitanmi et al. (2013) suggested that firms should secure their network information, and governments should ensure that their laws apply to cybercrime. They also recommended that all stakeholders should work cooperatively to strengthen legal frameworks for cybersecurity (Maitanmi et al., 2013). Odumesi (2014) called for the prompt passage of the 2013 Cybercrime Bill and the establishment of a National Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) center for the monitoring, detection, and analysis of activities within Nigerian cyberspace. In response to this, the National Cybersecurity Policy (NCP) was written in 2014 which led to the passing of the Cybercrimes Act in 2015, and the establishment of the Nigeria Computer Emergency Response Team (ngCert) also in 2015. In addition, an update of the NCP (2014) was provided in 2021 by way of the National Cybersecurity Policy and Strategy (NCPS). All these are responses to Nigeria’s cybercrime and cybersecurity problem. However, despite these measures the cybercrime rate in Nigeria keeps rising.

Definitions are essential when dealing with any crime. It is pertinent that all laws address cybersecurity as well as emerging threats. It is important that definitions of offenses capture all cybercrime possible, current, and emerging as well as the consequences for committing such offenses (Osho, 2020). An effective strategy is to update laws and policies periodically to address emerging technologies and crime as was stipulated in the NCP (2014). Finally, while most cybercrimes have a financial component, some go beyond having financial consequences and are a threat to the privacy, security and safety of the citizens and organizations. Therefore, Nigeria’s cybercrime laws need to cover emerging threats like cyberterrorism, cyber-sabotage, cyberbullying, and social engineering crimes, to mention a few. The NCPS (2021) may have identified some of these threats, the problem lies in devising tactics for executing the implementation of identified strategies to deal with the problem (NCPS, 2021).

One major problem with addressing cybercrime in many jurisdictions has been the haphazard nature in which laws are created due to a slow reaction to the problem (Alexander, 2014). Therefore, the first step is to utilize a broader approach to address the issues that include prevention and response. This has partly been done by the establishment of the National Cybersecurity Policy (NCP) of 2014 which led to the establishment of the 2015 Cybercrimes Act and ngCert. However, there needs to be an update since the current laws and policies have failed to reduce cybercrime. Hopefully the NCPS (2021) is a step in the right direction. Issues of international/global cooperation, intelligence gathering and sharing, public awareness of cybersecurity and cybercrime, data collection strategies, some of which have been addressed in the NCP (2014) and updated NCPS (2021) document, need improvement by providing specific strategies for implementation. While the 2015 Cybercrimes Act covers issues on prosecution, policies regarding prevention and responses still need to be addressed.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The policy recommendations here are given understanding that the overall problems with rising cybercrime have other factors outside of itself that affect it. Therefore, we cannot suggest changes to cybercrime policy without examining macro level issues like poverty, education, training and awareness campaigns that affect cybercrime. It is with this in mind that we suggest changes in overall cybersecurity strategy, rather than looking at laws alone. We therefore make the following principal suggestions:

1. At a macro level, a poverty reduction strategy to combat cybercrime is necessary (Adesina, 2017; Muhammed, 2015). Many individuals, because of a lack of means and education, engage in cybercriminality. The Nigerian government needs to address social ills like poverty and the structural inequalities that allow criminal enterprises like organized
cybercrime to occur. Nigeria can in turn devise strategies to empower its youth through education, and investing in widespread training and awareness campaigns, targeting the general population, especially youth in cyber hygiene and prevention. Nigeria should use this opportunity to invest in educating and training the next generation of cybersecurity professionals in the country among other ways of providing employment for its citizens.

2. Nigeria’s move to improve its cybersecurity strategy has been documented in the recent National Cybersecurity Policy and Strategy of 2021. This is a step in the right direction. However, the NCPS does not provide comprehensive strategies to address feasible implementation. Although the United States’ Cyberspace Policy Review (CPR), was written in 2009, it appears to be more effective than Nigeria’s 2021 NCPS. In their 2009 review, the United States developed critical initiatives (CPR, 2009), similar to the 8 pillars in Nigeria’s NCPS. The United States’ CPR (2009) initiatives were broken down into actionable items. For example, “Leading from the Top” was identified as one of the United States’ strategies for dealing with cyberspace policy. For this strategy the CPR (2009) recommended that leadership for cyberspace be anchored in the Presidency signaling the seriousness of their stance on cyberspace issues. Furthermore, the policy detailed how this would be carried out. An example that suffices is since 2009, the United States has continued to build on their strategy leading to securing the United States’ 2020 elections after the 2016 election threats. On the other hand while Nigeria’s NCPS talks about governance, through its “Strengthening Cybersecurity Governance and Coordination” pillar, it seems to lack the commitment to make cybersecurity a top-driven government strategy. Rather one of its strategies for this pillar is recommending a Coordinator for cyberspace activities, without giving comprehensive details on how appointing a coordinator was going to drive cybersecurity policies. While this is still commendable, there is need for Nigeria’s government and leadership to commit to driving cybersecurity strategy from the top to ensure that initiatives lead to effective tactics that will enable implementation of viable strategies, that can be turned into achievable goals.

3. A coordinated review of Nigeria’s cyberspace and policy should also identify and address gaps in laws, policies and strategies and expound a more comprehensive effort in dealing with the cybercrime challenge. A comprehensive strategy should include updating the 2015 Cybercrimes Act, to comprehensively include or anticipate emerging crimes such as cyberterrorism, social engineering, and BEC. These strategies include new trends and techniques being used by cybercriminals as technology evolves. The 2015 Cybercrimes Act needs to include such provisions that broadly define emerging crimes. With Nigeria looking for investors in critical infrastructural sectors, it is pertinent for the country to provide measures to protect such infrastructure against attacks. The current laws are too general and do not comprehensively address the protection of critical infrastructure. Another imperative step is to improve investigative capabilities of policing agencies by training law enforcement officers through collaborations with foreign security agencies whose citizens are affected by cybercrime involving Nigerian citizens and vice versa. It is also essential to expand the capabilities of ngCERT to include coordination of cyber threats; enhance data collection capabilities and counterintelligence; and creating a comprehensive database that would enable seamless collaborative data sharing on cybercrime perpetration. While all these are listed in the NPCS, the actions that will lead to implementation need to be addressed in the policies. It may not be possible to completely stamp out cybercrimes for now.

While not all countries are on the same page when it comes to laws and extradition, many understand that they cannot prosecute cybercrime on their own. Therefore, they have made agreements/treaties on how to investigate, apprehend and prosecute cybercriminals. It is crucial that Nigeria align itself with countries that have advanced apprehension, investigative,
and prosecution capabilities. Training of law enforcement personnel as well as combining resources can be a way to collaborate with other countries more advanced in fighting cybercrime. The advantage of this is it not only allows Nigerian law enforcement personnel to learn from their counterparts from other countries, but allows other countries to see Nigeria as willing to address the problem. The willingness to successfully apprehend and prosecute cybercriminals will also allow Nigeria to build trust with other countries, opening doors to collaborative partnerships, training opportunities, and economic growth from foreign and local investments. We have started to see evidence of these types of alignments with the apprehension of several Nigerian nationals in the past few months by a joint task force of Nigeria’s EFCC and America’s FBI as mentioned earlier. These sting operations that have involved this cross-country collaboration constitute a step in the right direction. Investigative powers should also be increased. As an example, in late 2019 and mid-2020, Nigeria’s Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) joined the United States to investigate and apprehend cyber fraudsters in both countries (a program called Techxplore). Such collaborations will help Nigeria bridge the data collection gap and ensure that the government is working in tandem with other countries to fight the danger of cybercrime. These types of investigations will show that Nigeria is willing to apprehend and prosecute cybercriminals.
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